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For g the category of Lie (resp. Jordan, commutative, associative with unit) algebras, we 
define the notion of a crossed n-cube in 0 and prove that it is equivalent to an n-fold category 
object in f!?. A crossed l-cube is essentially a crossed module. The case where B is the category 
of groups has been treated separately by R. Steiner and the author. 
Introduction 
The notion of a crossed n-cube of groups was introduced in [6] and shown to be 
equivalent to an n-fold category object in the category of groups (i.e. a group 
with n compatible category structures). A crossed l-cube of groups is essentially 
Whitehead’s notion of a crossed module [12], and a crossed 2-cube of groups is 
essentially a crossed square as defined by Guin-Walery and Loday [8,11]. The 
theory of crossed n-cubes of groups has several applications which can be carried 
over from the group case to other algebraic settings. It is with this in mind that we 
introduce, in this article, the notion of a crossed n-cube of Lie (resp. Jordan, com- 
mutative, associative with unit) algebras and show that it is equivalent to an n-fold 
category object in the category of Lie (resp. Jordan, commutative, associative with 
unit) algebras. 
In particular this article will aid the reader in giving algebra versions of: the eight 
term exact sequence in homology given in [1,2] (cf. [3]); the description of multi- 
relative cohomology given in [5]; and the description of non-abelian homology given 
in [7]. Also, the description of the multirelative Steinberg group in algebraic K- 
theory [4] carries over to a multirelative Steinberg Lie algebra in cyclic homology 
(cf. [lo]). 
1. Definitions and results 
Let us fix a ring R (with or without unit) and a non-negative integer n. We denote 
by (n) the set {1,2,..., n} (in particular (0) = 0). 
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By an algebra A we mean an R-module endowed with an R-bilinear multiplication 
A x A -+ A, (a, a’) + aa’. If the multiplication is associative and commutative, then 
A is a commutative algebra. If the multiplication is associative and has an identity 
1 E A, then A is an associative unitary algebra. If the multiplication satisfies 
aa=O, (ab)c + (bc)a + (ca)b = 0, 
for all a, b, c E A, then A is a Lie algebra. If the multiplication satisfies 
ab = ba, (ab)(bb) = (a(bb))b, 
for all a, b E A, then A is a Jordan algebra. 
An (n + 1)-fold category object in the category of algebras is defined inductively 
as a category object [9] in the category of n-fold category objects in the category 
of algebras: a O-fold category object in the category of algebras is just an algebra. 
It is easily checked that an n-fold category object in the category of algebras is 
equivalent to the following notion of a cat”-algebra: 
Definition 1.1. A cat”-algebra & is an algebra A together with 2n endomorphisms 
si,ti:A+A (lliln) such that 
tiSj = Si 7 S;ti=tjy 
SiSj=SjSi, titj=tjti, Sitj=tjSi for i#j, 
aa’=a’a=O for aEKers;, a’EKer ti. 
A morphism of cat”-algebras @ : d+d’ is an algebra homomorphism I$ : A +A’ 
which preserves the si and ti. 
Similarly the notion of an n-fold category object in the categories of Lie algebras, 
Jordan algebras etc. is equivalent to the following: 
Definition 1.2. A cat*-Lie (resp. -Jordan, -commutative, -associative unitary) 
algebra is a cat”-algebra & in which the underlying algebra A is a Lie (resp. 
Jordan, commutative, associative unitary) algebra. 
We shall show that the notion of a cat”-algebra can be reformulated as an n- 
cubical diagram of algebras with extra structure. 
Definition 1.3. A crossed n-cube of algebras {AI,} is a family of algebras MU 
((w C_ (n)) together with homomorphisms pi : M,-+M,~~;~ (ie (n), a c (n)) and 
functions ~:M,xM~~M,.~(~,P~(~)) such that for reR, a,a’EM,, b,b’EMB, 
c~i14~ and i, jE(n), 
,uia=a if i$a, (1) 
PiPja =PjPia, (2) 
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Pih(4 b) = h(Pja3 Pib)9 
h(a,b)=h(~ia,b)=h(U,~ib) if iEof)p, 
h(a, a’) = aa’, 
rh(a, 6) = h(ra, b) = h(a, rb), 
h(a, b + b’) = h(a, b) + h(a, b’), 
h(a+u’,b)=h(u,b)+h(u’,b). 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
A morphism of crossed n-cubes I$ : {M,} + {Mu> is a family of algebra 
homomorphisms 4, : M,+M~ (a c (n)) which preserve the pci and h. 
Definitions 1.4. Let {M,} be a crossed n-cube of algebras, and let a E A4,, b E ibIg, 
c EMS be arbitrary elements with arbitrary a: fi, y C_ (n). If 
h(u, a) = 0, h(h(u,b),c)+h(h(b,c),a)+h(h(c,a),b)=O, 
then (IV,} is a crossed n-cube of Lie algebras. If 
h(a,b)=h(b,a), W(a, b), h(b, 6)) = W(a, Mb, b)), b), 
then (A4,) is a crossed n-cube of Jordan algebras. If 
W,b)=h(b,a), h(h(a,b),c)=h(u,h(b,c)), 
then {M,} is a crossed n-cube of commutative algebras. If there is an element 
1 EM* such that 
h(l,u)=h(a, 1)-a, h(h(a,b),c)=h(a,h(b,c)), 
then {M,} is a crossed n-cube of associative unitary algebras. 
Example 1.5. Suppose that I,, Z2, . . . , Z, are two-sided ideals of an algebra A. Then 
there is a crossed n-cube {M,} in which 
M,=A; M,= n Zi 0#aC (n>; 
iea 
the ,D; are the inclusions; for a EM, , b E Mp we have h(u, b) = ab E Maua . 
If A is a Lie (resp. Jordan etc.) algebra, then {M,} is a crossed n-cube of Lie 
(resp. Jordan etc.) algebras. 
Example 1.6. Suppose that ,u : M+ P and v : N-+ P are crossed l-cubes of commuta- 
tive algebras. (For example M and N could be ideals of the commutative algebra 
P, and ZI and v the inclusions.) Let M@ N be the tensor product of M and N con- 
sidered as R-modules, and let 
M&N=M@N/{h(p,m)@n=mOh(p,n):mEM, nEN, PEP). 
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There are module homomorphisms p’ : MO N-+M, m 0 n -+ h(m, vn) and 
v’ : MO N+N, m 0 n + h(pm, n) which yield a commutative square 
V’ 
M&N-N 
I I P’ V 
M 
M-------tP 
This square can be given the structure of a crossed 2-cube of commutative algebras 
which is determined by setting 
h:MxN+MgN, (m,n)+mOn, 
h:M@NxMGN+M&$N, - - (m@n,m’@n’)+mm’~nn’. 
This crossed a-cube is universal in the sense that the identity maps on M, N and 
P induce a unique morphism from it to any other crossed 2-cube of commutative 
algebras of the form 
L-N 
I I v 
P 
M-P 
The corresponding universal crossed 2-cube of Lie algebras leads to the non- 
abelian tensor product of Lie algebras given in [3]. 
Theorem 1.7. Cat”-algebras are equivalent to crossed n-cubes of algebras, and 
cat”-Lie (resp. -Jordan, -commutative, -associative unitary) algebras are equivalent 
to crossed n-cubes of Lie (resp. Jordan, commutative, associative unitary) algebras. 
Proof. Given a cat”-algebra .A we obtain a crossed n-cube of algebras {M,} by 
setting: 
M,= n Kers;rl n Ims;, 
ica iQa 
Pi:Ma+Ma\{i)v a+ tja, 
~:M,xM~+M,,~, (a,b)-+ab. 
Moreover if ~2 is a cat”-Lie (resp. Jordan etc.) algebra, then {M,} is a crossed 
n-cube of Lie (resp. Jordan etc.) algebras. 
Conversely given a crossed n-cube of algebras {M,} we obtain a cat”-algebra ~2 
as follows. Choose an ordering of the subsets of (n} and let A = Bacln) M, be the 
direct sum of the 
a= CacCnj a, with 
b= C /3c_(n)b@, 
ab= 
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R-modules IV,. Each a E A can be written uniquely as a sum 
a, E AI,. Now A has a multiplication given, for a = C, ~ cnj a,, 
by 
c Ma,, bp). 
Axioms (6)-(S) ensure that this multiplication is R-bilinear. There are R-module 
endomorphisms si, tj : A -+A given by 
s,a= C a,, tia= C pia,. 
a: iea aC(n) 
It follows from (7) and (8) that, for a, EM, and bp EARN, 
h(a,O)=h(O,b)=O, 
and thus si is an algebra homomorphism. Axiom (3) ensures that ti is an algebra 
homomorphism. Axioms (1) and (2) ensure that tiS;=Si, Siti=ti, Sitj=tjSi (ifj), 
SiSj = SjSi and titj = tjti. It remains to check that for a E Ker Si and b E Ker ti we have 
ab=ba=O.Supposea=C.,~,,a,EKersjandb=CI,,(,,bgEKerti.Thena,=Oif 
i$a, and ,Uibp=- bp\(i) if iE/l. So if i@a, we have h(a,,bp)=h(O,bp)=O. If iep, 
then h(a,, bp) = - h(a,, bb\ci,). It follows that 
ab = a flTC., Ma,, bp) 
= c Ma,, bp) + c Ma,, bp) 
u.:iEa,fl:iEfl a:r~a,/3:iafi 
= c h&z, p;bp) + c Wa,, bp) 
a: iEa,p: is/3 a: iEa,P: ie/I 
= 0, 
and similarly ba=O. Thus .xZ is a catn-algebra. It is easily checked that if {M,} is 
a crossed n-cube of Lie (resp. Jordan etc.) algebras, then d is a cat”-Lie (resp. 
-Jordan etc.) algebra. 
If ,xZ is a cat”-algebra and M,= niEcr Ker sin nierY Imsi, then it follows from 
[6, Theorem 1.11 that the canonical homomorphism @acCn)M,+A is an isomor- 
phism. Using this fact the above two constructions are readily seen to be quasi- 
inverse to each other. 0 
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